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Abstract. Assuming strict consumer sovereignty (CS*), when can cost-
sharing mechanisms simultaneously be group-strategyproof (GSP) and
β-budget-balanced (β-BB)? Moulin mechanisms are GSP and 1-BB for
submodular costs. We overcome the submodularity requirement and in-
stead consider arbitrary—yet symmetric—costs:
– Already for 4 players, we show that symmetry of costs is not sufficient

for the existence of a GSP and 1-BB mechanism. However, for only
3 players, we give a GSP and 1-BB mechanism.

– We introduce two-price cost-sharing forms (2P-CSFs) that define
players’ cost shares and present a novel mechanism that is GSP
given any such 2P-CSF. For subadditive costs, we give an algorithm
to compute 2P-CSFs that are

√
17+1
4

-BB (≈ 1.28). This result is then
shown to be tight for 2P-CSFs. Yet, this is a significant improvement
over 2-BB, which is the best Moulin mechanisms can achieve.

– We give applications to the minimum makespan scheduling problem.
A key feature of all our mechanisms is a preference order on the set of
players. Higher cost shares are always payed by least preferred players.

1 Introduction and Model

1.1 Motivation

Consider a computing center with a large cluster of parallel machines that offers
(uninterrupted) processing times. First, potential customers submit a maximum
payment they would be willing to contribute for having their jobs processed.
Then, solely based on these messages, the computing center uses a (commonly
known) algorithm to determine both the served customers and their eventual
payments. In addition, it computes a schedule for the accepted jobs.

Deciding on prices only after receiving binding bids by customers enables the
computing center to determine an outcome that both ensures recovery of its own
cost as well as competitive prices in that its surplus is always relatively small.
? This work was partially supported by the IST Program of the European Union under
contract number IST-15964 (AEOLUS).
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In fact, if the computing center is a public institution, this budget-balance might
even be a legal requirement. Since prices are bid-dependent, selfishness of cus-
tomers elevates the computing center’s scheduling problems to a game-theoretic
context: How can the service provider ensure group-strategyproofness such that
(coalitional) strategic bidding corresponds to submitting true valuations?

The above scenario is an example for cost sharing : A service provider offers
some service which n ∈ N selfish players are interested in. This interest is defined
by a player’s true valuation vi ∈ Q for being served, which is private information.
The protocol used for negotiation is simple: The service provider elicits bids
bi ∈ Q from the players that are supposed to indicate their (alleged) valuations
for being served. It uses these bids bi as a proxy for the true vi’s and employs
a commonly known cost-sharing mechanism to determine both the set of served
players and their payments, referred to as cost shares in the following.

1.2 The Model

Notation. For n ∈ N0, let [n] := {1, . . . , n} and [n]0 := [n]∪{0}. For all A ⊆ [n]
and all i ∈ A, let Rank(i, A) := |{j ∈ A | j ≤ i}|. Given x,y ∈ Qn and A ⊆ [n],
let xA := (xi)i∈A ∈ Q|A| and x−A := x[n]\A. Let (x−A,yA) ∈ Qn denote the
vector where the components in x for A are replaced by the respective ones
from y. For z ∈ Qm, (x; z) ∈ Qn+m is the vector containing the components of
both x and z. By convention, the vector of the players’ true valuations is always
v ∈ Qn, whereas an actual bid vector is denoted b ∈ Qn.

Definition 1. A cost-sharing mechanism M = (Q × x) : Qn → 2[n] × Qn is a
function where Q(b) ∈ 2[n] is the set of players to be served and x(b) ∈ Qn is
the vector of cost shares.

All cost-sharing mechanisms are required to fulfill three standard properties:

– No positive transfers (NPT): Players never get paid, i.e., xi(b) ≥ 0.
– Voluntary participation (VP): Players never pay more than they bid and are

only charged when served, i.e., if i ∈ Q(b) then xi(b) ≤ bi, else xi(b) = 0.
– Consumer sovereignty (CS): For any player i ∈ [n] there is a threshold bid
b+i ∈ Q≥0 such that i is served if bidding at least b+i , regardless of the other
players’ bids; i.e., there is a b+i ∈ Q≥0 such that if bi ≥ b+i then i ∈ Q(b).

Note that in our model, VP implies that players may opt to not participate (by
submitting a negative bid). This property together with CS is referred to as
strict consumer sovereignty (CS*).

We assume the utility ui : Qn → Q of any player i ∈ [n] to be quasi-linear, i.e.,
ui(b) := vi − xi(b) if i ∈ Q(b) and 0 otherwise. Under this premise, mechanisms
should elicit truthful bids (b = v) even if players may collude:

Definition 2. A mechanism is group-strategyproof (GSP) if for every true val-
uation vector v ∈ Qn and any coalition K ⊆ [n] there is no bid vector b ∈ Qn

with b−K = v−K such that ui(b) ≥ ui(v) for all i ∈ K and ui(b) > ui(v) for at
least one i ∈ K.
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The provider’s cost of serving a set of players Q ⊆ [n] is defined by a cost
function C : 2[n] → Q≥0 with C(A) = 0⇐⇒ A = ∅. Of particular interest are:

– Symmetric costs: Costs depend only on the cardinality, i.e., for all A,B ⊆ [n]
with |A| = |B|: C(A) = C(B). In this case, we usually define costs solely by
a function of the cardinality, c : [n]0 → Q≥0, where C(A) := c(|A|).

– Subadditive costs: The marginal cost of adding a set of players is never more
than the stand-alone cost of this set. That is, for any two sets A,B ⊆ [n] :
C(A) + C(B) ≥ C(A ∪B).

– Submodular costs: For all A,B ⊆ [n]: C(A)+C(B) ≥ C(A∪B)+C(A∩B).

A mechanism should be budget-balanced with respect to the incurred cost:

Definition 3. A mechanism M = (Q × x) is β-budget-balanced (β-BB, for
β ≥ 1) w.r.t. cost C if for all b ∈ Qn : C(Q(b)) ≤

∑
i∈Q(b) xi(b) ≤ β · C(Q(b)).

GSP is a strong property in that cost shares selected by a GSP mechanism only
depend on the set of served players and not on the bids [13]. This gives rise to:

Definition 4. A cost-sharing method is a function ξ : 2[n] → Qn
≥0 that maps

each set of players to a vector of cost shares.

Clearly, every GSP mechanism induces a unique cost-sharing method ξ, by set-
ting ξ(A) := x(b) where bi < 0 if i /∈ A and bi = b+i if i ∈ A. Three special
properties of a cost-sharing method ξ are of importance in this work:

– β-Budget-balance (w.r.t. C): For all A ⊆ [n] : C(A) ≤
∑
i∈A ξi(A) ≤ β·C(A).

– Cross-monotonicity : For any player i ∈ [n], cost shares are non-increasing as
the set of players gets larger, i.e., for all A,B ⊆ [n] : ξi(A ∪B) ≤ ξi(A).

– Preference order (for symmetric costs): ξ has a succinct representation by
vectors ξj ∈ Qj

≥0 for all j ∈ N: ξi(A) := ξ
|A|
Rank(i,A) if i ∈ A and 0 otherwise.

Example: If n = 5, A = {2, 4}, and ξ2 = (2, 1), then ξ(A) = (0, 2, 0, 1, 0).

While the first two properties are standard in the realm of cost sharing, the third
one is essentially “new” and crucial for our results. A preference order ensures
that the cost share of any player i in a set of served players A ⊆ [n] only depends
on the rank of i in A and the cardinality of A.

In his seminal work [13], Moulin gave the straightforward mechanism Moulinξ
that is GSP given any cross-monotonic cost-sharing method ξ. Moulinξ repeat-
edly rejects players whose bids are below their current cost shares until all re-
maining players can afford their payments. For any GSP mechanism M with
induced cross-monotonic cost shares ξ, Moulinξ produces the same utility for
each player as M . Therefore, we call any GSP mechanism with cross-monotonic
cost shares a Moulin mechanism.

1.3 Related Work

Moulin [13] completely characterizes the impact of submodular costs on GSP and
1-BB: Any GSP mechanism that is 1-BB w.r.t. submodular costs is a Moulin
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mechanism. Conversely, for any submodular cost function C : 2[n] → Q≥0, a
cross-monotonic 1-BB cost-sharing method always exists. Besides this result,
characterizations have also been obtained for so-called upper-continuous mech-
anisms [8,14], which are a superclass of Moulin mechanisms.

Essentially all known GSP mechanisms are Moulin mechanisms; confer, e.g.,
[1,7,11,2,9,10,3,6,4]. For scheduling, when costs are defined as the optimal make-
span, Bleischwitz and Monien [3] give 2m

m+1 -BB cross-monotonic cost-sharing
methods in case of identical jobs (m is the number of machines). They show
that no Moulin mechanism can perform better. For arbitrary processing times,
they give a 2d-BB cross-monotonic cost-sharing method, where d is the number
of different processing times, and show tightness up to a factor of 2.

In the (implausible) case that players have no means of refusing service (tech-
nically: when bids are required to be non-negative and CS* is not required),
Immorlica et al. [8] present simple 1-BB and GSP mechanisms.

Recently, trading off social cost and BB has become an active direction of
research. For details and a definition confer [12,4,6] and their references.

1.4 Contribution

Assuming strict consumer sovereignty (CS*), we obtain the following results:
1. In the vein of previous characterization attempts [13,8], we study the impact

of symmetric costs on GSP and 1-BB in Section 3: Already for 4 players, we
show that symmetry of costs is not sufficient for the existence of a GSP and
1-BB mechanism any more. However, for only 3 players, we give a GSP and
1-BB mechanism (based on the techniques from Section 2).

2. For symmetric costs, we introduce two-price cost-sharing forms (2P-CSFs)
in Section 2 that define players’ cost shares. The attribute ‘two-price’ is to
indicate that for any set of served players, there are at most two different cost
shares. For any 2P-CSF F , we present a novel mechanism MechCSFF that is
GSP. This is analogous to Moulinξ which is GSP if the cost-sharing method
ξ is cross-monotonic. The usefulness of our new technique lies in the fact that
2P-CSFs do not necessarily represent cross-monotonic cost-sharing methods.
Hence, for certain classes of cost functions, 2P-CSFs allow for better budget
approximations than cross-monotonic cost-sharing methods. In particular,
for symmetric and subadditive costs, we give an algorithm to compute 2P-
CSFs that are

√
17+1
4 -BB. We show that, in general, this is the best 2P-

CSFs can yield. Yet, this significantly improves over 2-BB, which is the best
possible for cross-monotonic cost shares [3].

3. We apply our technique to the scheduling problem of minimizing makespan
on related machines in Section 2.3. We obtain a quadratic-time algorithm
for computing GSP and (

√
17+1
4 · d)-BB mechanisms, where d is the number

of different processing times. This beats the previously best-known BB of
2d [3]. We are able to extend our techniques to guarantee GSP and 1-BB
for the case of identical jobs and identical machines and a specific (non-
symmetric) scheduling setting on 3 identical machines and processing times
1 and 2. Unfortunately, the same approach fails for 4 identical machines.
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All our algorithms are based on one basic idea: They compute mechanisms with
preference-ordered cost shares. Most players are charged a reasonable lower cost
share (at least the minimum average per-player cost over all possible sets of
players) while some less preferred players have to reimburse the remaining cost.

Omitted proofs are given in the extended version of this paper.

2 Two Price Cost-Sharing Forms

Before looking at two prices, we state what can be achieved with one price:

Lemma 1. For any non-decreasing, symmetric, and subadditive cost function
c : [n]0 → Q>0, there is a GSP and 2-BB mechanism that always charges all
served players equally. If c is also submodular, this mechanism is even 1-BB.
However, for any ε > 0, there is a non-decreasing, symmetric, and subadditive
cost function for which no such GSP and (2− ε)-BB mechanism exists.

In the following, we give GSP mechanisms that perform better with respect to
BB. They use at most two different cost shares for any set of served players.

Definition 5. A two-price cost-sharing form (2P-CSF) is a tuple F = (n,h, l,d)
where for each cardinality i ∈ [n]0 of the set of served players

– hi ∈ Q>0 is the higher, li ∈ Q>0 (with li < hi) is the lower cost share, and
– di ∈ [i]0 is the number of disadvantaged players paying hi.

Note that d0 = 0 by definition and neither h0 nor l0 are actually used; cardinality
0 is included only to avoid undesired case analyses later on. A 2P-CSF (n,h, l,d)
is a succinct representation of vectors ξi ∈ Qi, i ∈ [n], which define the preference
ordered cost-sharing method ξ : 2[n] → Qn by

ξi := (hi, . . . , hi︸ ︷︷ ︸
di

, li, . . . , li︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−di elements

) .

We call a contiguous range {s, s+ 1, . . . , t} ⊆ [n]0 of cardinalities with ds =
dt+1 = 0 (let dt+1 := 0 if t = n), and dk > 0 for k ∈ {s+1, . . . , t} a segment. That
is, only at the beginning of a segment there is no disadvantaged player paying
the higher cost share. Furthermore, a segment is maximal with this property.

Definition 6. A 2P-CSF (n,h, l,d) is valid if for each cardinality i ∈ [n]:

– Lower cost shares are non-increasing (in the cardinality) and stay the same
within a segment, i.e., li ≤ li−1 and (li < li−1 =⇒ di = 0).

– Higher cost shares may only increase at the beginning of a segment, i.e.,
hi > hi−1 =⇒ di = 0.

– Adding a single player may not increase the number of disadvantaged players
by more than 1. Moreover, if the higher cost share decreases, only one disad-
vantaged player may remain, i.e., di ≤ di−1 + 1 and (hi < hi−1 =⇒ di ≤ 1).

We define γ : [n]0 → Q≥0, γ(i) := di · hi + (i− di) · li as the recovered cost.
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2.1 GSP Mechanisms for Two-Price Cost-Sharing Forms

Algorithm 1 (Computing mechanism MechCSFF , for a 2P-CSF F ).
Input: 2P-CSF F = (n,h, l,d), bid vector b ∈ Qn

Output: set of players Q ∈ 2[n], vector of cost shares x ∈ Qn
≥0

1: k := max
{
i ∈ [n]0

∣∣∣ |{j ∈ [n] | bj ≥ li}| ≥ i
}
; l := lk . Find segment

2: Q := {i ∈ [n] | bi ≥ l} . Players still in the game
3: I := {i ∈ [n] | bi = l} . Indifferent players
4: D := ∅ . Disadvantaged players with higher cost share
5: loop
6: q := max{i ∈ [|Q|]0 | di = |D|} . Max # players if players in D pay > l
7: if q ≥ |Q \ I| then . Possible to serve all non-indifferent players?
8: Q := Q \ {|Q| − q smallest elements of I} . Remove “excess”
9: break

10: ` := min(Q \D) . Least preferred player not yet in D
11: if b` ≥ h|Q| then D := D ∪ {`} . Make disadvantaged
12: else Q := Q \ {`}; I := I \ {`}
13: xi := h|Q| for i ∈ D; xi := l for i ∈ Q \D; xi := 0 for i ∈ [n] \Q

Informally, Algorithm 1 works as follows.

1. Find largest k ∈ N such that there are k players who bid at least the respec-
tive lower cost share lk =: l. Note that k is already in the correct segment.

2. Reject all players who do not even bid l.
3. If possible, include all players still in the game with bid bi > l for price l, by

rejecting a suitable subset of the indifferent players (bi = l); then stop.
4. Otherwise, include the least preferred player (with lowest number) for the

current higher cost share or, if she bids less than that, reject her. Go to 3.

The intuition is that including the least preferred player for the current higher
cost share never harms the other players. Instead, it may even benefit in that
more players can be served for l afterwards. Once a player is included for a higher
cost share, this cost share remains fixed during the further execution.

Theorem 1. Let F = (n,h, l,d) be a valid 2P-CSF. Then MechCSFF is GSP
and can be computed by Algorithm 1 in time O(n2).

Proof (Sketch). For any input b ∈ Qn, denote by k(b) and l(b) the values of k
and l in line 1 of Algorithm 1. Moreover, set s(b) := max{j ∈ [k(b)]0 | dj = 0}
to the beginning of the segment that k(b) is in. Note that s(b) ≤ |Q(b)| ≤ k(b).

Denote by v ∈ Qn the true valuation vector and let K ⊆ [n] be a successful
coalition, i.e., there is a bid vector b ∈ Qn with b−K = v−K such that uj(b) ≥
uj(v) for all j ∈ K and ui(b) > ui(v) for at least one i ∈ K.

First assume s(b) > s(v). Then also s(b) > k(v), thus |Q(b)| > k(v). Hence,
there is a player j ∈ Q(b) with vj < l(b) because k(v) would not have been
maximal in line 1 otherwise. Since j ∈ Q(b), it holds that bj ≥ xj(b) ≥ l(b) > vj ,
so we have j ∈ K and uj(b) < 0 ≤ uj(v), a contradiction.
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Now consider s(b) < s(v). Then also k(b) < s(v). Define L := {j ∈ [n] |
bj ≥ l(v)}. Clearly, |L| < s(v) as k(b) would not have been maximal in line 1
otherwise. Now, let M be a set of s(v) − |L| players j ∈ [n] \ L with l(v) ≤ vj .
Such a set M exists. Define a new bid vector b′ ∈ Qn by b′j := l(v) for j ∈ M
and b′j := bj otherwise. Then s(b′) = |Q(b′)| = k(b′) = s(v) and uj(b′) ≥ uj(b)
for all players j ∈ [n]. W.l.o.g., we may thus assume s(b) = s(v) in the following.
For clarity let l := l(b) = l(v).

Since ui(b) > ui(v), we have i ∈ Q(b) and xi(b) < h|Q(v)| and (i /∈ Q(v) or
xi(v) = h|Q(v)|). At least one of the following has to be fulfilled:

– The number of disadvantaged players paying the higher cost share increased
from v to b. That is, ∃j ∈ [i− 1] : bj ≥ h|Q(b)| and h|Q(v)| > vj .

– A player j that the mechanism prefers to i (and who got the service for l)
waived being served. That is, ∃j ∈ {i+ 1, . . . , n} : bj ≤ l < vj and j /∈ Q(b).

– The total number of players served for the lower cost share l increased. That
is, ∃j ∈ [n] : bj ≥ l > vj and j ∈ Q(b).

In either case, player j is part of the coalition K and uj(b) < uj(v). ut

2.2
√

17+1
4

-BB Two-Price Cost-Sharing Forms for Subadditive Costs

Theorem 2. Let ε > 0. For any non-decreasing, symmetric, and subadditive
cost function c : [n]0 → Q≥0, there is a

(√
17+1
4 + ε

)
-BB 2P-CSF. Moreover (if

c is given as an array of n function values), it can be computed in time O(n).

Proof. Algorithm 2 computes a 2P-CSF for increasing cardinalities. Fix an ar-
bitrary β ≥

√
17+1
4 . The ε in the formulation of the theorem is solely to account

for the fact that we require bids and cost shares to be rational.

Algorithm 2 (Computing a 2P-CSF for subadditive costs).
Input: subadditive cost function c : [n]0 → Q≥0

Output: valid 2P-CSF (n,h, l,d)
1: l0 := l1 := β · c(1); h0 := h1 :=∞; d0 := d1 := 0; f := 1
2: for i := 2, . . . , n do
3: if β · c(i)i ≤ lf then li := β · c(i)i ; hi :=∞; di := 0 ; f := i
4: else
5: li := li−1; hi := min{β · c(i)− (i− 1) · li, hi−1}
6: if hi + (i− 1) · li < c(i) then
7: di := 2
8: else if hi + (i− 1) · li ≥ 2 · c(f) then
9: di := 1

10: else if hi ≥ (β2 − β) · c(f) and i ≥ 4 then
11: di := 1
12: if (β2 − β) · c(f) + (i− 1) · li ≥ c(i) then hi := (β2 − β) · c(f)
13: else
14: di := 0; hi :=∞
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Here, “∞” is a placeholder for any “sufficiently large” value (a value strictly
larger than β · c(f) is sufficient) to simplify the presentation. Let (n,h, l,d)
be the output 2P-CSF. Since d0 = 0 and γ(0) = c(0), consider an arbitrary
cardinality i ∈ [n]. We first show validity. Clearly, di ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

– li ≤ li−1 and (li < li−1 =⇒ di = 0) since li 6= li−1 only if li was set in line 3.
– Moreover, line 5 ensures di > 0 =⇒ hi ≤ hi−1.
– di ≤ di−1 + 1 and (di = 2 =⇒ hi = hi−1). Clearly, we only need to consider
di = 2: Then hi < c(i)− (i− 1) · li because line 6 evaluated to true and thus
hi = min{β · c(i)− (i− 1) · li, hi−1} = hi−1. Now assume di > di−1 + 1, i.e.,
di−1 = 0. Then, hi = hi−1 =∞, a contradiction to hi < c(i)− (i− 1) · li.

We now prove β-BB. If di = 1, c(i) ≤ γ(i) ≤ β · c(i) due to lines 5 and 6. For
di ∈ {0, 2}, we define f := max{j ∈ [i] | β · c(j)j = li} to be the last cardinality
previous or equal to i for which the lower cost share was set in lines 1 or 3.
Furthermore, let g := min({j ∈ {i+1, i+2, . . . , n} | β · c(j)j ≤ l}∪{n+1}) be the
next such cardinality after i (or g = n+1 if f is the largest such cardinality). It is
f ≤ i < g ≤ 2f . Otherwise, f would not be maximal, due to c(2f)

2f ≤
2·c(f)

2f = c(f)
f

because of subadditivity. Since c is non-decreasing, c(i) ≤ c(2f) ≤ 2 · c(f). Set
h′i := min{β · c(i)− (i− 1) · li, hi−1}. We will make use of the following property:

di−1 = 1 and γ(i− 1) ≥ 2 · c(f) =⇒ ∀j ∈ {i, i+ 1, . . . , g − 1} : dj = 1 . (1)

Proof of (1): If h′i = hi−1, then h′i+(i−1)·li = γ(i−1)+li. If h′i = β·c(i)−(i−1)·li,
then h′i+(i−1) · li = β ·c(i) ≥ β ·c(i−1) ≥ γ(i−1). In any case, h′i+(i−1) · li ≥
γ(i−1) ≥ 2 ·c(f) ≥ c(i), so hi = h′i and di = 1 by line 8. Inductively, (1) follows.
Consider now di = 2 and di = 0:

For di = 2, we first show hi = (β2 − β) · c(f). Define i′ := max{j ∈ [i] |
dj = 1}. By validity, f < i′ < i and hi′ = hi. Since line 8 evaluated to false
for cardinality i′ because of (1), line 10 must have evaluated to true, implying
hi = h′i ≥ (β2 − β) · c(f). Now assume “>”. Let s := max{j ∈ [i] | di = 0} be
the start of the segment that i is in. By validity, f ≤ s ≤ i − 2, ds+1 = 1, and
hs+1 ≥ hi. Lines 8 and 12 evaluated to false for cardinality (s+1), meaning that
β2 · c(f) ≤ (β2 − β) · c(f) + s · ls+1 < c(s+ 1). Then, however, hs+1 + s · ls+1 =
β · c(s+ 1) > β3 · c(f) > 2 · c(f), a contradiction. Hence,

γ(i) = 2hi + (i− 2) · β · c(f)
f
≥ (2β2 − β) · c(f) ≥ 2 · c(f) ≥ c(i) .

On the other hand, β · c(f) < β2 · c(f) = hi + β · c(f) < hi + (i− 1) · li < c(i),
where the last inequality holds since line 6 evaluated to true. Hence,

γ(i) = 2hi + (i− 2) · li < hi + c(i) < (β − 1) · c(i) + c(i) = β · c(i) .

Now let di = 0. Since line 10 evaluated to false, h′i < (β2− β) · c(f). We first
show that h′i = β · c(i) − (i − 1) · li. Assume otherwise. Then, h′i = hi−1 and
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di−1 = 1 since hi−1 /∈ {∞, (β2−β) ·c(f)}. Yet, line 8 evaluated to false for (i−1)
because of (1). Thus, h′i = hi−1 ≥ (β2 − β) · c(f) by line 10. Contradiction.

Now β · c(i) < (β − 1) · β · c(f) + (i− 1) · li. Furthermore, β · c(f) ≤ γ(i) and
(i− 1) · li ≤ γ(i). Putting everything together gives

c(i) =
β · c(i)
β

≤ (β − 1) · γ(i) + γ(i)
β

= γ(i) .

Moreover, γ(i) = i · li ≤ β · c(i) as otherwise lf = li > β · c(i)i . ut

Theorem 3. For all ε > 0, there is a non-decreasing, symmetric, and subaddi-
tive cost function c : [n]0 → Q≥0 for which no valid

(√
17+1
4 − ε

)
-BB 2P-CSF

exists.

Proof (Sketch). Fix α :=
√

17+1
4 . W.l.o.g., let 0 < ε ≤ α− 1 and set β := α− ε.

Finally, let k, l ∈ N with l > lnα α−1
ε and k > (l+1)·β

ε = (l+1)·α
ε − (l + 1). Set

m := k + l + 1 and n := m+ 1 and consider the cost function c : [n]0 → Q≥0:

i 1 · · · k k + 1 k + 2 · · · k + l m n

c(i) 1 · · · 1 α− α−1
α1 α− α−1

α2 · · · α− α−1
αl α 2

Clearly, c is subadditive. Now assume there is a valid 2P-CSF (n,h, l,d) which
is β-BB. It can be shown that dm ≥ 1 and dn = dm + 1. Let s := max{j ∈
[n] | dj = 0} be the start of the segment that cardinality n is in. Clearly, s < m
and hn ≤ hs+1. By case analysis, hs+1 ≤ β · c(s + 1) − c(s) < α2 − α. Thus
γ(n) ≤ hn + β · α < 2 · α2 − α = 2 = c(n), a contradiction to β-BB. ut

2.3 Applications to Scheduling

We apply our technique to the scheduling problem of minimizing makespan on
related machines. To keep the service provider’s task computationally tractable,
we want algorithms to be polynomial-time in the size of the scheduling instance
plus the players’ bids. An instance is given by a tuple (n,m,p, s), where n ∈ N
is the number of players, m ∈ N the number of machines, s ∈ Qm

>0 a vector
containing the machine speeds, and p ∈ Qn

>0 a vector with the processing times.
For identical jobs, computing the (symmetric) optimal makespan cost function
c : [n]0 → Q≥0 in time O(n · logm) is straightforward using lpt [5]. If jobs are
not identical, an optimal schedule is in general NP-hard to compute and costs are
not symmetric any more. Let d be the number of different processing times. We
treat each processing time separately: First compute the costs c : [n]0 → Q≥0

of an optimal schedule when all processing times are 1. Second, compute the
corresponding 2P-CSF F in time O(n). Finally, for each processing time φ ∈⋃
{pi}, compute MechCSFF (though cost shares from F multiplied with φ) with

just the bids of all players i with pi = φ. Each run with nj players takes O(n2
j )

time. Return the union of all selected players. Since ∀(n1, . . . , nd) ∈ [n]d0 with∑
nj = n:

∑
n2
j ≤ n2, this algorithm is quadratic-time, GSP, and (

√
17+1
4 ·d)-BB

both w.r.t. the actual and the optimal scheduling cost:
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Lemma 2. For sharing the makespan cost on related machines, there is always
a quadratic-time computable, GSP, and

(√
17+1
4 · d

)
-BB cost-sharing mechanism

where d is the number of different processing times.

In particular, dividing all cost shares by mini∈[n]{γ(i)c(i) } leads to:

Lemma 3. For sharing the makespan cost of identical jobs on identical ma-
chines there is always a quadratic-time, GSP, and 1-BB mechanism.

Extending our techniques in order to achieve 1-BB for non-symmetric costs seems
to be very challenging. For 3 identical machines and processing times either 1 or
2, we manage to construct 1-BB and GSP mechanisms by generalizing the notion
of a preference order and making cost shares dependent on the rank as well as
the cardinalities of both classes of served players. Unfortunately, this approach
is not directly extendable to more than three machines.

Theorem 4. For sharing the makespan cost on 3 identical machines and jobs
with processing times 1 or 2, there is always a GSP and 1-BB mechanism.

Finally, we find it interesting that the costs used for Theorem 2 are optimal
makespan costs for n = m+ 1 identical jobs and speed 1

c(i) for machine i ∈ [m].

3 The Impact of Symmetric Costs on GSP and 1-BB

Theorem 5. There is no GSP mechanism that is 1-BB w.r.t. c : [4]0 → Q≥0

with c(1) := 1, c(2) := 3, c(3) := 6, and c(4) := 7.

Theorem 6. For any cost function c : [3]0 → Q≥0, there is a 1-BB and GSP
mechanism.

Proof. In the following, we describe how the techniques from Section 2 can be
reused to construct an algorithm for computing GSP and 1-BB mechanisms,
given any arbitrary symmetric 3-player cost function c : [3]0 → Q≥0. It turns
out that only the case where marginal costs are strictly increasing needs special
treatment, i.e., the case c(3)− c(2) > c(2)− c(1) > c(1).

First, for i ∈ [3], vectors ξi ∈ Qi
>0 are computed, where ξ1 := c(1) and

ξ2 :=

{
( c(2)2 , c(2)2 ) if c(2)2 ≤ ξ

1
1 = c(1)

(c(2)− c(1); ξ1) otherwise

ξ3 :=


( c(3)3 , c(3)3 , c(3)3 ) if c(3)3 ≤ ξ

2
2

(c(3)− 2 · ξ22 , ξ22 , ξ22) otherwise, if c(3)− c(2) < ξ22
(ξ21 , c(3)− c(2), ξ22) otherwise, if c(3)− c(2) < ξ21
(c(3)− c(2); ξ2) otherwise.

It is a simple observation that the defined cost-sharing vectors correspond to a
valid 2P-CSF if at most two prices are used for each cardinality. Hence, we can
call Algorithm 1 as a subroutine. In the following, we consider the only remaining
case ξ31 > ξ32 > ξ33 . We distinguish:
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– ξ31 = ξ21 , i.e., ξ31 = c(2)− c(1) > ξ32 = c(3)− c(2) > ξ33 = c(1):
Here, we can actually reuse Algorithm 1 as well, by replacing references to
the cost-sharing form by their equivalent in terms of cost-sharing vectors:
• Replace line 1 by “l := c(1)”
• In line 6, replace “di = |D|” with “ξi|D|+1 = l”.
• In line 11, replace h|Q| with ξ

|Q|
|D|+1.

With these modifications, the computed mechanism is GSP: Assume true
valuations v ∈ Q3 and that there is a player i ∈ [3] who improved for bid
vector b ∈ Q3. This can only happen if (i /∈ Q(v) or xi(v) > c(1)) and
maxQ(b) = i. Hence, there is a more preferred player j (i.e., j > i) with
bj ≤ c(1) < vj . Thus, j is part of the coalition and uj(b) < uj(v).

– ξ31 > ξ21 , i.e., ξ31 = c(3)− c(2) > ξ32 = c(2)− c(1) > ξ33 = c(1):
Here, including indifferent players never helps. Also, including less preferred
players does not help more preferred players. Hence, we can simply go
through the players in the order of preference and accept them if this gives
them a strictly positive utility and reject them otherwise:

1: Q := ∅
2: for i := 3, 2, 1 do
3: if bi > ξ

|Q|+1
1 then Q := Q ∪ {i}

This is GSP: Assume true valuations v ∈ Q3 and that there is a player i ∈ [3]
who improved for bid vector b ∈ Q3. This can only happen if some player
j > i bids bj < vi such that j /∈ Q(b) but j ∈ Q(v). Then, however, j is part
of the coalition and uj(b) < uj(v). ut

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We regard as the main asset of our work that it is a systematic first step for
finding GSP mechanisms that perform better than Moulin mechanisms. Further-
more, we continued the line of characterization efforts by specifically looking at
symmetric costs. It came as a surprise that despite their simplicity, these costs do
not necessarily allow for GSP and 1-BB mechanisms. While symmetric costs are
arguably of limited practical interest, we yet transferred our techniques to the
minimum makespan scheduling problem as an application and also to a setting
with non-symmetric costs. Clearly, our work has to leave open many issues:

– For symmetric and/or subadditive costs, we still need an exact characteriza-
tion with respect to the best possible BB that GSP mechanisms can achieve.

– Can our techniques be generalized to all/most non-symmetric cost functions?
What is the potential of Algorithm 1? What is achievable with more prices?
How would more general cost-sharing forms have to be like?

– Finally: Does the better BB (compared to Moulin mechanisms) come at the
price of increased social cost (which was not considered in this work)?
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